SUCCESS STORY

An ardent Galaxy fan in the Czech
Republic!

Customer
Location
Machine used
Application
Tyres in use

:
:
:
:
:

Ales Jasek s.r.o..
29. dubna 258/31, 700 30 Ostrava-Výškovice, Czech Republic
Bobcat S250 2Speed & S220 2Speed
Construction Works (Machine rental)
Galaxy Hulk L-5, 12-16.5

You know that your product has provided stellar performance to a customer or proved to be dud the moment you
meet the user.
Jerzy Kalucki, ATG’s field engineer and representative from CEMAT (ATG’s distributor for Czech Republic) were in for
a pleasant surprise when they paid a visit to Mr. Alez Jasek, who owns a fleet rental company providing machines for
the construction industry.
Mr. Jasek welcomed them by saying “Hey, I am your fan, fan of Galaxy tyres and all next tyres on my machines will
be also Galaxy!”
His company rents out their fleet of seven machines with operators and also deliver other construction services.
“We perform all the ground work, such as digging foundations, preparatory work for the construction, landscaping
and, ultimately, loading and removal of soil. Our company has many specialized machines, so that we can perform
any work.” Mr. Jasek explains. “Earthworks run are complex, so we are not dependent on a variety of
subcontractors. In this way we are able to significantly reduce the duration of the contract” says Mr Jasek. He
excitedly adds “The

use of Galaxy tyres makes it possible and that’s why I am your fan”, with a smile.

His Bobcats are fitted with Galaxy Hulk 12-16.5 Galaxy HULK L-5. The S250 machine is already its second set of
Galaxy HULK L-5s.
He says “In my kind of job, I need to fit the tyres and forget about them for 2 years (That’s about 2000 motor
hours!). And only Galaxy is the tyre that can do it.” He adds saying that “I tried other brands of tyres from different
producers, but none of them could deliver long life, a breakdown free performance without punctures, traction on all
kinds of surface and the excellent value offered by Galaxy HULK L-5 tyres!”
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